Abstract. This paper presents an efficient structural topology optimization strategy for crashworthiness. The proposed method combines the equivalent static loads (ESLs) method with the crash model order reduction method. The ESLs method transforms crashworthiness topology optimization problems into a series of linear static topology problems. The crash model order reduction scheme is applicable to speed up the crash simulation. Therefore, the crashworthiness topology optimization is performed in a reduction manner and the efficiency is improved. The topology optimization results are filtered into a black-white design for the crash simulation to avoid the element distortion problem. The process is repeated until the convergence criteria is satisfied. The effectiveness of proposed method is demonstrated by investing a numerical example. The results show that, the proposed method can efficiently solve structural topology optimization problems for crashworthiness.
Introduction
Vehicle safety and environmental protection have become two challenges of rapid development of automobiles [1] . As a capability to protect occupants during the crash, crashworthiness is an important attribute to be considered in the initial design stage [2] . Automotive light weighting is an effective manner of developing vehicles for energy conservation and environmental protection [3] . The crashworthiness topology optimization is a conceptual design method of structural lightweight under the crash loads [4] . The ESLs method has been the popular and relatively feasible approach to simplify this process, which transform nonlinear dynamic response optimization problems into a series of linear static optimization problems [5] . Crash simulation is one of the most time consuming tasks in topology optimization design under crash loads [6] . Therefore, the deployment of methods for speed-up, data reduction and energy saving in the optimization process is a logical consequence. Model order reduction (MOR) is one possible method to speed up this process by reducing the crash model. The main idea of MOR is the approximation of a large-scale model with a model of much smaller degrees of freedom (DOFs) where the most dominant features of the large-scale model are retained [7] , [8] . The reduced model can be simulated rapidly and suitable repeatedly during the optimization process. MOR method may be classified into two categories: linear MOR method [9] , [10] and nonlinear MOR methods [11] . Using linear MOR for a nonlinear part directly would result in a large error. The usage of nonlinear MOR techniques are very code intrusive and therefore require specialized FE routines which are not yet available in commercial FE software [12] , [13] . Furthermore, it is unnecessary and computationally too expensive to reduce the complete model with nonlinear MOR techniques. Meanwhile, in a crash scenario, some parts of the automobiles exhibit large deformations and nonlinear behavior, whereas others experience merely small linear vibrations [14] . Therefore, a new approach is proposed in this paper to improve the efficiency of crashworthiness topology optimization by using crash model reduction to speed up crash simulations. The proposed algorithm combines ESLs method with the MOR method. The ESLs method transforms the crash dynamic problems into linear static problems. The mode reduction scheme is applicable to crash simulation to speed up the cycle of topology optimization under crash loads. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by investing a numerical example and comparing with the results of the traditional ESLs method [15] . The results show that the proposed method has higher efficiency.
Theoretical Background

Crashworthiness Topology Optimization
The formulation of crashworthiness topology optimization is [16] :
,, , 1, , is the governing equation of nonlinear crash analysis, and the constants l and n are the number of the constraints and design variables, respectively j g is the j th constrain.
The ESLs Method
As illustrated in Fig.1 , the traditional ESLs method for nonlinear dynamic response topology optimization is formulated as a sequence of cycles with four modules: nonlinear dynamic crash analysis, equivalent static load construction, topology optimization, and crash model reconfiguration. The detail of each module can be briefly described as follow.
Analysis domain
Design domain
Nonlinear dynamic analysis
Linear static optimization
Equivalent static load
Crash model reconfiguration Crash Dynamic Analysis. In general equilibrium equation of the full model with nonlinear dynamic behavior can be formulated as Eq. (3). By solving it using commercial software program such as LS-DYNA, the response at each time step could be obtained.
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Calculation of ESLs. The ESLs can be built by multiplying the linear stiffness matrix (b)
where t is the time steps of the dynamic process, and q is the total number of time steps during the crash analysis process.
( )
L
Kb is the linear stiffness matrix calculated by the linear elastic material parameters.
Linear Static Topology Optimization. Under the ESLs, a topology optimization under crash loads can be convert to the sequence of linear static topology optimization problems. V is the total volume of the designable space, f v is the volume fraction and min b is the minimal element density vector to avoid the numerical singularities.
Crash Model Reconfiguration. Direct employing the results of topology optimization for crash dynamic analysis will lead to mesh distortion phenomenon. To avoid this difficulty, the transformation variables were introduced. Transform the values of the design variables into the values of the transformation variables as follows:  is a certain value between min b and 1, which is defined by the user. If the value of a design variable is smaller than the separation parameter, the corresponding transformation variable has value of 0. Otherwise, the corresponding transformation variable is regard as 1. Through this operation, all the filtered zero density elements will be deleted and not incorporated into the crash dynamic analysis.
Existing Issues
The ESLs method provides a relatively feasible way to solve crashworthiness topology optimization problems. However, in structural crashworthiness topology optimization, the standard ESLs method is not efficient, since the whole model must be included in crash simulation, which make the optimization more expensive.
Proposed Method
To overcome above-mentioned issues, a crash model reduction method is combined with the ESLs method for topology optimization under crash loads. As shown in Fig. 2 , the proposed method is also divided into four modules. However, in analysis domain, the crash model is reduced first, and then the crash analysis is performed in a reduction manner to obtain the nonlinear response such as displacement, which is quite different from the traditional ESLs method (Fig. 1) .
Crash Model Order Reduction
In the nonlinear FE method, with a discretization in space, a solid in a crash event is described by a system of ordinary differential equations with respect to time: 
M q t K q t h t
The global linear stiffness matrix K can be obtained by assembling e K . According to the static model order reduction theory, the reduced global stiffness matrix can be expressed as:
where K is the global stiffness matrix and
K are the submatrix with the corresponding subscripts depicting the partitioning on the basis of the master DOFs and slave DOFs. Afterwards, the linearly reduced model of the linear part and the still nonlinearly described nonlinear part are assembled and simulated in LS_DYNA. Meanwhile, the typical responses, such as displacement, energy and acceleration are output.
Optimization Process
The process of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3 . The specific optimization process is as follows:
Step 1. Prepare the crash simulation model for topology optimization design; Define the topology optimization problem, and initialize the pre-defined parameters such as volume fraction for the designable region.
Step 2. Crash model order reduction; The full crash model is divided into linear and nonlinear parts. The identification of linear and nonlinear behavior could be performed by experienced user.
Step 3. The small deformation part of nonlinear FE model is linearized and corresponding linear stiffness matrix is exported;
Step 4. Linear model order reduction; A program is developed to import the linearized stiffness matrix and perform linear model order reduction.
Step 4. Crash simulation is performed in a reduced manner;
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The reduced stiffness matrix is imported as a superelement and structural crash simulation is performed in a reduced manner. Then, the time step with the maximal internal energy is selected as the critical time step c t , and the corresponding displacement vector () Nc ztis output.
Step 5. The ESLs are calculated; Calculate the ESLs at the critical time step and serve as a condition of the linear static topology optimization.
Step 6. The topology optimization is performed; The linear static response topology optimization is performed by using Eqs. (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , and the optimization design variables are obtained.
Step 7. Filter the topology optimization results and reconfigure the new crash simulation model; The FE model is reconfigured for crash dynamics analysis by using the filtered design variables in Eq. (12).
Step 8.Check if the optimization is converged, and repeat Steps 2-8 until converged; If converged condition is satisfied, the optimization process is terminated; otherwise, 1 kk =+and
Step 2 is implemented. 
Numerical Examples
The proposed method is applied to a simplified vehicle structure under the condition of crash to demonstrate its effectiveness. Fig. 4 (a) shows a rigid wall with a mass of 500kg crash the vehicle's front-end at 15 km/h, which is used to simulate a pendulum impact test. The region in yellow represents the crash energy absorbing zone which experiences a strong nonlinear plastic deformation during crash process and defines as a non-design space. The blue region represents the occupant protection zone which exhibits a small deformation during crash process and is regarded as a design space. Therefore the crash model reduction is suitable for the blue region. The optimization of the occupant protection structure is converted to a stiffness topology optimization under crash loads. The design process uses each element density as design variables and the minimum compliance as the objective function. The volume fraction of less than 20% is regarded as the constraint. The time with maximal internal energy during the crash simulation is selected as the critical time step. Table 1 shows that the efficiency of the proposed method increases by 7.5% at first cycle. Although the compliance increases by 30% due to displacement errors, the topology result almost the same (Fig. 6) . 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, a new crashworthiness topology optimization method is presented which combing the crash model order reduction and the ESLs method. The crash model order reduction method is used to speed up crash simulation. The numerical example shows that the efficiency of the crashworthiness topology optimization improve effectively. There are two major conclusions of the present work. First, model order reduction method can be used for crash simulation to speed up topology optimization under crash loads. Second, the crash model order reduction method combining the ESLs method can also improve topology optimization stability for crashworthiness. Further research is needed to combine the ESLs with the crash model order reduction method for large-scale structural crashworthiness topology optimization.
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